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Release Notes
Issue #
234627

Category

Found In
Release

Module

Title

Feature
Enhancement
Feature
Enhancement

N/A

API & CLI

N/A

Performance

234944

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

API & CLI

Field level permissions were not being fully followed by
the API update command

235076

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

API & CLI

insert_xml DTD problem

234837

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

Add & Edit

Navigating related issues did not work past first level

235012

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

Escalation

Escalations were failing with a specific customer
installation

234609

Product Bug

6.3.1

235117

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

General code
issues
General code
issues

235690

ExtraView Confidential

Heartbeat call has been extended to monitor tasks and
provide memory details
Provide automatic compression to all add and edit
screens when serving them to client browsers

Default colour for the CSS style groupHeading0 was too
light with the images_light_blue color theme
"Update Main" layout cell attribute configuration could
cause an unnecessary warning

Release Notes Prepared in ExtraView

Release Note
A new option for EV_HEARTBEAT function shows the
TASK information for the host node.
When the client browser indicates that it supports gzip
compression, the server will compress all add and edit
HTML pages before sending them to the client. This
compression significantly improves performance,
especially on slower connections or pages that have a
very significant amount of content.
It was found that an API call that updated a field on a
repeating row was able to do so without having write
permission. This was fixed so that all fields properly obey
the permissions set.
The DTD that handles the import of item data was found
to be incorrect for handling AREA and PROJECT fields.
The DTD has been fixed. The revised version is at
http://docs.extraview.com/site/extraview65/administration-guide/import/export/import-andexport/import-item-data.
On a site where there multiple related issue displays
configured for relating records between different projects.
The problem was observed when navigating between
records at different levels with the Edit button or Add
{child} button on related issue display layouts. The
problem is that when clicking on the Edit or Add button on
the related issue display, instead of going to the child
screen, the user is taken back to the parent of the current
record being edited.
This was fixed.
A customer reported an exception when the escalation
feature tried to update an issue. The escalations were
failing due to the new repeating row capability added in
version 6.5.1.3 and were subsequently trying to use an
incorrect layout for the information for the update. This
has been fixed.
The color has been darkened to provide more contrast
This required the setup of being able to display a child
related issue record from its parent record, and also
allowing the user to edit and delete the parent record from
the child record. With this configuration, if the user drilled
down from the parent to the child and then deleted the
child, the software would return to the deleted parent and
inform the user that the record could not be found with an
alert. Now ExtraView does not generate the additional
warning after return to the [now non-existent] parent
record.
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Category

Found In
Release

Module

Title
Null pointer occured when using LDAP without
LDAP_LOGINID

Release Note

235451

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

LDAP

If the LOGIN_ID is not mapped in LDAP search,
ExtraView will now use the USER_ID to avoid the null
pointer. To be configured correctly, the LOGIN_ID should
be mapped always.
The business rules were not properly qualifying the
PROJECT field when it was submitted without the AREA
field. The rules should be able to accept either qualified or
unqualified PROJECT entries. This was fixed.
This has been fixed.

235475

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

Mass Update

PROJECT field worked inconsistently in Business Rules
during Mass Update

235323

Product Bug

6.3

234987

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

Perforce
Integration
Relationships

235304

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

Rules Engine

234939

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

Search / Report

235387

User Custom
Code

6.5.1.3

Add & Edit

Perforce Integration had issue doing diffs on files with
spaces in their names
Delete button click in Related Issue Display on parent add This has been fixed.
screen deleted all related records, not just the one
marked for deletion
API updates used the current date/time instead of the
This occured on an update to a repeating row record
date/time passed into the call
within the main record and there was a business rule that
set a field on the repeating row to the value of sysdate.
The software was incorrectly setting other repeating row
records to the sysdate value. This has been fixed.
Scheduled reports generated too many emails on some
This occured because ExtraView was checking the time
occasions
on the application server as opposed to the database time
to set the date/time of the last run. This could lead to
minor discrepancies in calculating the time for the next
run, and additional runs could be scheduled. This has
been fixed.
Accordion fold fields no longer worked if their initial setting This problem was resolved.
was set to "COLLAPSE"
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